George & Barbara Bush Legacy Collection exhibit:
“Family First for a First Family”

R. Beverly Hallam, Last of the Pink Poppies

New UNE Art Gallery exhibit:
“Maine Women Pioneers III - Vanguard”

Bush Family at Walker’s Point


Entry page to the online collection; each eagle is a link


Entry page to the online film
NEASC accreditation update:

UNE submitted one final interim accreditation report to the NEASC Commission on Institutions of Higher Education in January 2013 and, with that report submission, all previous NEASC concerns about UNE - graduate programs, assessment process development, adequate facilities, adequate resources, progress on recruitment and retention - will have been dealt with. The next comprehensive institutional evaluation and accreditation visit is scheduled for Spring 2017.

Published January 2013 edition of Library Services’ newsletter, Library Reader, featuring UNE Authors

Staff Notes

Cadence Atchinson published an article in the Maine Library Association newsletter and had a blog post accepted for publication on the ACRL College Section blog.

Elizabeth Dyer was appointed Adjunct Assistant Clinical Professor in the Department of Physical Therapy.

Barbara Swartzlander was commended for 25 years of service to UNE.